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THE SPACE

BETWEEN

It is a great pleasure to have been invited back to curate

on the calendar vis-à-vis the timeline of making art. Many

the 2106 Columbia MFA Thesis Show. Since the first time

of these projects will continue beyond the dates of the

I had this pleasure in 2009, the global arena has changed

exhibition at the Fisher Landau Center and may very well

significantly, the Internet and its various devices have

be in their more “final form” two years from now. We can

nearly morphed into what feels like phantom limbs, and

say instead, that this catalog and exhibition reveals a rare

the role of the artist / maker / change agent is in a newly

and intimate view into the ongoing studio practices of 25

considered position somehow, yet again. What has become

graduating artists.

clear to me throughout these past few months of working

How might this catalog materially convey the thought

with the graduate students is that there will always be new

process behind the driving forward of the “final work” to be

ways to ask the same, vital questions. I am honored to be

on view? Studio time is a process of editing, discarding and

witness to the process and to participate in the dialogue

deepening and much of this action will be left unseen at

towards the proposed theses for 2016.
In many ways my curatorial role has been more of a

the exhibition. Not to romanticize this as “raw” or “original”
material in any way—that would be fetishizing it and that

sounding board for helping manage “what makes sense

is not our intention. This publication hopes to enable a

for the group exhibition” and “what is the larger singular

more open-ended space for the “unrealized,” much in the

project at hand.” The students are valiantly balancing

same way curator Hans Ulrich Obrist has curated exhibi-

patience, pragmatism, self-control, risk-taking, flexibility

tions based on unrealized projects in the 1990s. Here, the

and ultimately the steely focus required to actually meet

artists consider the operational value of the various images

the deadlines required for the show — all this whilst navi

or objects (found or made) as well as the accidents and

gating the gnarly terrain of making art.
At the time of this writing, most of the proposals for the
thesis exhibition are half-realized and half-imagined and

so-called failures. In a way it pays homage to the studio as
a space of illogical experimentation, anxiety and boredom
and even productive play.

the designated spaces still undefined. There is anxiety over
formally concretizing two or more years of research and

— Regine Basha

development into one space. In the studio visits we have

March 8, 2016

been asking: what does it mean to make visible the very
process of realizing a work? I hesitate to use the term “final
work” because it has also become evident to me that the
deadlines for catalog and exhibition are but arbitrary points
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JENNY
JENNY CHO (b.1985 / Seoul, Korea)
received her BFA in Studio Art from
New York University in 2008 and
currently lives and works in New York
and Seoul. Her work has been exhibited
at Leeum, Samsung Museum (Seoul),
Doosan Gallery (NY and Seoul), Gana
Art Center (NY), and Common Center
(Seoul), among others.
—

CHO
door and window of a bar two men could
be seen drinking wine in the back. The
landlord was sitting at a table in the front
dozing. A small boat glided lightly into
the small harbour, as if it were being
carried over the water. A man in a blue
jacket climbed out onto land and pulled
the ropes through the rings. Behind the
man from the boat, two other men in
dark coats with silver buttons carried
a bier, on which, under a large silk scarf

“What puzzles me is, why do we always

with a floral pattern and fringe, a man

find ourselves arguing painting, when

was obviously lying.”

we set out to talk about sculpture?”

— Franz Kafka, opening paragraph

— Hollis Frampton to Carl Andre
“Perhaps make a HINGE PICTURE.
(folding yardstick, book...) develop
in space the PRINCIPLE OF THE
HINGE in the displacements 1st in

of “The Hunter Gracchus”
Shown right:
The Hunter Gracchus (after Kafka), 2015
Charcoal on muslin
42˝ × 42˝

the plane 2nd in space.”
— Marcel Duchamp, Note for the
Green Box
“Two boys were sitting on the wall by
the jetty playing dice. A man was reading
a newspaper on the steps of a monument
in the shadow of a hero wielding a sabre.
A young girl was filling her tub with water
at a fountain. A fruit seller was lying
close to his produce and looking out to
sea. Through the empty openings of the

6
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JENNY

Not Yet Titled, 2016
Oil on muslin attached to wood
Dimensions variable

CHO

Not Yet Titled, 2016
Print and oil on muslin attached to aluminum
Dimensions variable

BOTHWELL FELS

SERRA VICTORIA
SERRA VICTORIA BOTHWELL FELS
(b.1982 / East Tennessee) was originally
trained as a social psychologist, looking
at the effect of environments on who
we believe we are. Her sculptures incre
mentally build off a specific architectural
site, blending ordinary building materials
into the unexpected. These interventions
twist overlooked expectations of place
into moments of discovery, subverting
flattened assumptions about our
mundane environments into dynamic
moments of curiosity. Bothwell Fels’
work has been shown at Pioneer Works,
Cinders Gallery, The Clocktower Gallery,
and the Palais de Tokyo; and with her
installation collective Rabid Hands in a
former convent, an empty snow-machine
warehouse, and an abandoned secret
society hall.
—

expectations of our environments that
are so banal that you don’t even think
about them—like standing on the floor—
can shift into the out-of-ordinary, calling
those assumptions into question. I’m
interested in how moments of discovery
open us up, our overlooked expectations
becoming curiosity.
Somehow I’m only just realizing
that I’ve been thinking about liminal
spaces, the in between, and thresholds
for long time. This causes me to have
to admit that I’ve spent years building
sculptures while listening to audiotapes
of fantasy books.
What interests me about fantasy
books is this shift from the ordinary
to the completely unexpected. As of
this winter, I have started to research
what I am tentatively thinking of as
the Architecture of Fantasy, including
portals, tunnels, closets, and stairs —

I originally trained in social psychology,

the physical thresholds used in fantasy

the study of how environments make us

novels that carry someone from the

into who we believe we are. I have a deep

mundane to the unimaginable.

belief that we are made from our con-

This shift from mundane to the

texts. And that we have more of an ability

unimaginable that fantasy gives us —

to change than we probably realize.

to me, at its best — is about how we

As a sculptor, I think a lot about

change, how we learn change is possible,

audience approach, about the pathway

and how we feel empowered to make

of discovery to intervention or sculpture.

the world different than we found it.

I’m currently exploring how mundane

10
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SERRA VICTORIA

Untitled (closet), 2016
Plaster, joint tape, cedar
135˝ × 95˝ × 39˝

BOTHWELL FELS

Untitled (flooring), 2015
Floorboards, shims, plaster
27˝ × 154˝ × 153˝

FOX

DEVRA
DEVRA FOX (b. 1989 / Hartford, CT) was
raised in Seattle, WA and received her
BA from Bard College in 2011. Her art
explores themes of identity, growth and
deterioration, permanence and temporal
ity, filtered through a personal lens. Devra
creates sculpture, installation and print
to transform her intimate memories,
objects and environments into tangible
structures to express, and display her
internal perceptions to the outside world.
devrafox.com
—

common materials to illustrate a
transformative process. I combine
a variety of materials into sculptures
and installations to address relationships with people and objects I hold
dear. My art blends diverse cultural
signifiers with my personal narrative,
oscillating between controlled and
permeable systems of representation
to create palpable expressions of life.

I am inspired by a wide range of cultural
practices and iconographies, often
religious in tone. In many traditions
the belongings or body parts of the
deceased are encapsulated, preserved
and displayed as an homage, a prayer,
a reminder. I allude to Mexican Day
of the Dead altars, baroque Italian
reliquaries and Catholic milagros in my
art. I utilize pebbles as a recurring motif,
referencing the Jewish tradition of
leaving pebbles on the graves of the
deceased to represent the permanence
of the soul. I am fascinated by the
elevation of the profane to the sacred,
not just in a religious context but in a
secular one as well. I explore this
elevation in my work, manipulating

14
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DEVRA

Passing Between, 2015
Wire, string, metal, pins, metal tubes, glass, wax, clay,
acrylic, washers, puffy paint
47˝ × 27˝ × 30˝

FOX

Wearing You, 2016
Clay, ink, rope
112˝ × 57˝ × 8˝

GARCIA

EKTOR
EKTOR GARCIA (b.1985 / Red Bluff, CA)
is a child of migrant farm workers. He
has lived and traveled frequently between
California and Mexico. Ektor received his
BFA from The School of the Art Institute
of Chicago in Fiber and Material Studies
in 2014. A solo show was presented
at Touché, a gay leather bar in Chicago.
He lives and works in New York City.
—

I was struck by the flayed skin,
how it was attached over the god’s
skin, intricately sewn or beautifully
tied, grotesque yet beautiful, violent
and elegant.
Covering, hiding, protecting.
These sculptures reflect a lot of what
I perceive to be happening now in
Mexico, the U.S. and around the globe.

Xipe Totec was a major god in ancient
Mesoamerican culture important for the

Skin, textile, garment, raced, objectified,

Toltecs and Aztecs. A symbol of the new

classified, severed, sewn, discarded,

vegetation, Xipe Totec wore the skin of

consumed, looted, punished, fetishized,

a human victim—the “new skin” that

enslaved.

covered the Earth in the spring. During
the corn-planting festival, Xipe Totec

When making work I create something

was worshipped by a priest who, dressed

out of re-purposed, refashioned

in the skin of a flayed victim, ritually

materials.

enacted the death-and-renewal cycle
of the earth. Xipe Totec was the divine

Patina, skin, and feel are things on my

embodiment of life emerging from the

mind and in my hands.

dead land and of the new plant sprouting
from the seed.

Textiles and leather fascinate me,
ancient Mexican craft and folk traditions

This sculpture has haunted me since the

fill me with excitement and inspiration.

first time I saw it in Mexico. Since then
I keep bumping into it in various cities.

I look in the eyes of this sculpture and
see another pair underneath looking

I am always learning something new

right back at me, silently communicating.

from it.
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EKTOR

Keramiks in Studio, 2016
Glazed ceramics
Dimensions variable

GARCIA

Strange Fruit Doily, 2012
Crochet horsehair from deceased horse
6˝ diameter

CY

GAVIN

Born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
CY GAVIN received his BFA from
Carnegie Mellon University. He lives
and works in New York City.
—
These are seeds of Sisyrinchium bermudiana, a small blue iris called the
Bermudiana. I collected thousands of
these seeds from living plants throughout Bermuda in 2015. I have been fascinated and inspired by a historical figure
of resistance in Bermudian history, Sally
Bassett. Bassett was an elderly slave who
was accused of poisoning her masters
and sentenced to be burned at the stake.
From her ashes, they say, sprouted the
first Bermudiana flower. As she was led
to the pyre, Bassett is reported to have
cracked jokes about her plight to those
rushing ahead to see the spectacle. When
accounts of her cool, defiant reaction
reached populations in the West Indies,
it inspired insurrections and contributed
to efforts leading to emancipation.
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CY

Xangô, 2016
Video, color, sound
1 min 54 sec

GAVIN

Sally Bassett, Laughing (detail), 2016
Acrylic, ink, oil
54˝ × 120˝

HARRIS-BABOU

ILANA YACINE
ILANA YACINE HARRIS-BABOU was
born and raised in Brooklyn, NY. She
received a BA in Art with distinction
from Yale University. She makes videos,
sculptures, and installations that use
cooking shows and music videos to ask
questions about intimacy, violence and
consumption. She has shown her work
throughout the United States and Europe,
with solo exhibitions at Vox Populi Gallery
in Philadelphia and the Broad Street
Gallery in Hartford, CT.
—

tasting? When can I hear touch? I seek
to share the satisfaction that comes from
this flattening effect.
Lately I’ve been thinking about this
satisfaction as a manifestation of love.
I have been thinking about embracing
the cheesiness of the previous sentence.
Love can be an embodied experience
of satisfaction. Or perhaps the disintegration of material need?

“It seems to me that our three basic
needs, for food and security and love,
are so mixed and mingled and entwined
that we cannot straightly think of one
without the others. So it happens that
when I write of hunger, I am really
writing about love and the hunger for
it, and warmth and the love of it and
the hunger for it… and then the warmth
and richness and fine reality of hunger
satisfied… and it is all one.”
—M.F.K. Fisher, The Art of Eating
In my work I think about the way sensory
experiences can be flattened into one,
and where they merge, and where they
overlap without making contact with
one another. When can seeing become
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ILANA YACINE

Still from Cooking with the Erotic, 2016
Video, color, sound
Dimensions variable

HARRIS-BABOU

Still from Cooking with the Erotic, 2016
Video, color, sound
Dimensions variable

HEWSON

MIKE
MIKE HEWSON (b. 1985 / Dunedin, New
Zealand) alters civic sites to highlight
pressing issues concerning that community. This involves transposing images
or materials to cause hesitation and
reflection on the path ahead. Received
a Bachelors of [Civil] Engineering with
First Class Honors from University of
Canterbury, New Zealand. Lives and
works in New York.
—

for the rest. This economic inequality is,
however, inseparable from social disparities of other kinds—particularly in the
provision of housing. More than just a
building type or a market sector, housing
is a primary architectural act — where
architecture is understood as that which
makes real estate real. It begins when a
line is drawn that separates inside from
outside, and ultimately, one house from
another. The relation that results under
the rule of real estate development is—

“In 2013, in the United States, the

by its very structure — unequal. This is

median-income white household’s

the art of inequality. Its geographies are

net worth was thirteen times that of

local and global. Its histories are distant

the median-income black household.

and present. Its design is ongoing. Its

In 2014, the world’s eighty-five richest

future is anything but certain.”

individuals held as much wealth as
the world’s poorest 3.5 billion. In 2015,

The Art of Inequality: Architecture,

88,000 households applied for the

Housing, and Real Estate. A Provisional

chance to live in fifty-five below

Report, Buell Centre, 2015

market-rate apartments, accessible
through a “poor door” on New York
City’s Upper West Side. What is inequality? Typically, inequality is defined by
a combination of economic measures
referring to income and wealth. Entire
populations, in the language of statistics,
are measured and managed according to
their place on the inequality spectrum:
patronage for the 1%, morality for the
ambiguous “middle class,” and austerity
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MIKE

125th Broadway, 2015
Digital print on adhesive vinyl, existing sign structure
80˝ × 82˝

HEWSON

125th St Rejuvenation, 2015
Digital print on adhesive vinyl, rear of existing sign structure
48˝ × 96˝

HOLLOWAY

BROOKE
BROOKE HOLLOWAY is an interdis
ciplinary artist whose current body of
work utilizes performance, video, and the
Internet. Through her alter ego, Brooke
Blake, she explores themes of sexuality
and desire, audience, and distribution.
—

BB: They achieve success in a system
constructed by the men in power. They
lean into it. Sure, they’ve been granted
access to the country club, but they’re
expected to follow a set of rules that
were created without them in mind.
BH: But don’t you think anything

Interview with Brooke Blake

has changed through including groups

by Brooke Holloway

that have been historically excluded?

An excerpt from an interview between

BB: The whole world is still a boy’s

the artist and her performer from March

club, it’s just expanded its membership.

2016. The full transcript is available at

Everybody is implicated.

www.brookeholloway.com.
BH: So…can you propose an alternative?
Brooke Holloway: [laughs] Well, on
that note, what are your thoughts

BB: [laughs] I’d prefer an opposition.

on the current political climate?
Brooke Blake: It’s really interesting,
you know? To see it all laid out as the
dick-measuring contest it has always
been. But that’s what people want,
right? A good show?
BH: But what about the women involved?
BB: [sighs] They’re just as guilty.
BH: How so?
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BROOKE

Untitled (Clip No. 7), 2016
Video, color, sound
Frame enlargements
1 min 6 sec

HOLLOWAY

Spit Freak, 2015
Video, color, sound
Frame enlargements
41 min 36 sec

CARY

HULBERT

CARY HULBERT (b.1985) is an installa
tion artist whose current projects raise
questions that challenge our precon
ceived notions of how humans relate to
nature. She received her BFA in 2007,
and has shown her work both nationally
and internationally, including exhibitions
at the IPCNY in New York City, and the
Liu Haisu Art Museum in Shanghai.
—
1. How will “nature” be defined in
the future?
2. Will we be able to perceive the
distinction between the natural
and the artificial in yr. 2100?
3. How much more will the natural
ecosystems of Earth diminish over
the next century?
4. What would it take for them to
collectively expand instead?
5. Will we even notice when nature
is gone?
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CARY

How to Proceed with Minimal Damage, 2015
Mixed-media site-specific installation
18˝ × 23˝

HULBERT

Camping 1, 2016
Photogravure and digital print
23˝ × 37˝

BRYAN

JABS

BRYAN JABS (b. 1987 / Hamilton,
Bermuda). Raised in Virginia.
—
I’ve photographed this tree a bunch of
times, but mostly I see it in passing. This
willow stands at the end of my block.
Most of the times I’ve photographed
it, I’ve set up the shot so it was isolated
from the place it actually is. Every day
it’s different. Sometimes it’s the same.
I’ve never seen its trunk. I’ve barely
watched it. I’ve only lived on its block
since September. It’s been full and green.
It’s been soft and yellow. It’s been bare.
Just long weak branches. The wind’s
always blowing it. Sometimes the wind
isn’t there. It had leaves for what seemed
like an extended amount of time this
fall. Then they were all over the place.
It took snow well. I could only compare
it to other willows I’ve seen. This is
the most I’ve seen of one. When I see
it, I’m usually listening to music. I can’t
decide what it sounds like anyways.
Of course—I shouldn’t have to say—it
weeps. I couldn’t tell you why. I mean,
it’s obvious. I couldn’t say. Who knows.
I wouldn’t want to. I wouldn’t know what
to expect. I don’t know what to expect.
Maybe I shouldn’t have to.
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BRYAN

The James, 2016
Inkjet print
38˝ × 48˝

JABS

The James, 2016
Inkjet print
38˝ × 48˝

KENNEDY

COBY
A Pratt Institute undergraduate and 2011
Skowhegan Fellow, COBY KENNEDY
has exhibited in New York, Los Angeles,
Miami, San Francisco, and abroad
including Japan and Europe. He has
received the Civil Society Institute
Fellowship and has been showcased and
reviewed in publications including The
New York Times, Italy’s La Repubblica,
Hyperallergic and Japan’s Car Styling
Magazine. Kennedy lives and works in
New York.
—

sculpture, and video hint at unspoken
truths, the culture of veiled intent,
and questions of subjective realities.
Exploring the grey area between
Fine Arts and Industrial Design, the
work touches on Kurzweilian issues
of The Singularity, as well as exploring
often overlooked global issues of social
class, power, and influence as it exists
today, has existed in the past, and as it
will exist tomorrow.

In the third millennium, how are we
still building empire on the foundation
of mythology/theology? How subjective
is sanity in a society based on mythic
dogma? Being that at any given moment
on this planet someone’s apocalypse is
occurring, where will the limits of our
own humanity lay when the reality we
recognize deteriorates?
Juxtaposing the past of Power,
Control, and Privilege to its present
in order to predict its future, my work
deals with often unspoken and unaddressed dynamics of media’s influence
on modern social entitlement and
problematics of self image. Using the
communication tools of advertising and
the entertainment industry, my painting,
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COBY

American Virtue, Lobby Card, 2016
C-print, wheat paste, cardboard
13´ × 9´

KENNEDY

Anti Nigger Machine Instruction Manual, Page 7, 2016
Laser print, clipboard, wood stain
8.5˝ × 15˝ × 3˝

TALI
TALI KEREN was born in Jerusalem,
1982. She received her BA from the
Bezalel Academy of Art and Design
Jerusalem. Her research-based projects
include video performance and installa
tion. Keren’s works have been shown
both in Israel, Europe and the United
States in venues such as The Jewish
Museum, New York; The Herzliya
Museum for Contemporary Art, Israel;
The Center for Contemporary Art, Tel
Aviv, Israel; and Kunsthal Charlottenborg,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
—

KEREN
say that without the Puritans and their
followers there would have not have
been a Jewish State in Palestine. It is also
quite clear that the myth of American
Exceptionalism owes much to these
early Protestants. After all, weren’t
these colonial settlers the first Zionists
approaching the “City on the Hill”?
Today when one looks at Christians
United for Israel — the largest pro-Israeli
lobby group in the United States — it is
too easy to relegate them to the margins
of the political sphere. Considering the
current state of religious fundamentalism throughout the Middle East, I want

The image on this page served as

to rethink the religious and ideological

the point of departure for this work.

origins of both the United States and

We see Evangelical Christians from the

Israel and how these two are intertwined,

United States dressed up like Hasidic

activating our imagination and secular(?)

Jews performing Hebrew songs to Israeli

political inclinations.

soldiers. These soldiers, without realizing it, are looking at themselves as
Christians and those Christian dancers
are portraying themselves as Jews. It is
a collapse of differences in a single image
of Christianity, Judaism, American
Imperialism, and Zionism.
While I was unable to film these
performers, they lead me to look closer
at the shared histories of Zionism and
evangelical Christianity in the United
States and Great Britain. It is safe to
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TALI

Eschatomocracy, or The Rapture of
The Rejected Jeffersonian Seal
Washington DC, Christian United for Israel
Conference, 2015
Film still

KEREN

Eschatomocracy, or The Rapture of
The Rejected Jeffersonian Seal
Washington DC, Christian United for Israel
Conference, 2015
Film still

KHAYYAT

ROLA
ROLA KHAYYAT is a Lebanese
photographer. She holds a BA in
History from the American University
of Beirut, and a degree in Intensive
Drawing from the Florence Academy
of Art. She has worked on projects
with art spaces such as Art Laboratory
Berlin, and curated the BEYroute show
for the Third Thessoloniki Biennial.
Rola’s work explores new dimensions
on the representation of war, memory,
and identity.
—

reproduction as well as hints to the shifting cultural and social landscape from
which it emerged and through which it
journeyed. A set of fantastical tales were
spun from these few signifying archival
marks occupied within the frame of the
photograph. The question of how we can
begin to decipher the memory of place
through photography is at the core of
my inquiry. How are the simultaneous
landscapes of memory (real or imagined)
navigated, and how can their intersections be represented visually?

A collective history is hard to find in
post-war Lebanon. While rummaging
through the archives of my mother’s
photographs, I encountered shards
of an empire tucked neatly into a shoebox. Confronted with unrecognizable
faces and places within and without the
domestic circle, I turned to the backs
of the photographs for clues on the
storied memories I was experiencing.
As I squinted to decipher the text and
layered marks scribbled and engraved
onto the backs of the photographs, the
experience shifted from the visual
image to the materiality of the object in
the palms of my hands. The life span of
the photograph was evident, revealing
traces of its production, distribution and
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ROLA

Bhamdoun Synagogue, 2016
Dry inkjet print from 6˝ × 6˝ negative
15˝ × 15˝

KHAYYAT

Bhamdoun 1953, 2016
Back of old analog photo scanned and
silk screen printed on paper
4˝ × 6˝

KING

JONAH
JONAH KING is an artist from Dublin,
Ireland. He makes films, drawings, and
other things about the ways we hope.
www.jonahking.info
—

organic matter. Understanding of
sediment compression came later.
Now that humans are geological forces,
we can be compared to the glacier that
carved the valley and the volcano that
birthed the mountain. In that logic the

A 3D scan of the body of Martha, the

screen is the evolutionary conclusion

last Passenger Pigeon, spins on the

of the rock. Coltan from the Congo, glass

webpage of the Smithsonian Museum.

made of sand, plastics from plankton.

At the Ancient DNA Lab at U.C. Santa

So what does that make the 3D form?

Cruz, scientists are attempting to

The magical conjuring of data is not

bring her species back from extinction.

separable from the material. This text as

Drawing on DNA from the soft pads be

I type it is copper, zinc, alloy, bedrock,

tween Martha’s toes and the feet of other

rubber. It is palpable all the way through.

passenger pigeons, such as her former

The digital image has a past, present, and

mate George, who kept her company at

future in the economy of minerals and

Cincinnati Zoo until 1910.

molecules that undulate the earth. The

To think about the form of the hand,
as it evolved to touch, to grasp, to protect,

3D render, a momentary wave and break
of planetary deep time.

we must also think of the evolution of the
forms touched, the plants, the tool, the
body of your lover. And know that these
things coaxed each other into form. So
as the fruit made themselves edible, and
so too did we learn to taste the sweetness
of fruit. As, more recently, we formed
user interfaces ergonomically to hands,
and soon found our thumbs and forefingers were morphing to the controllers.
Up until the late 1800s, it was
believed that crystals, rocks and metal
grew under the surface of the soil like
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JONAH

KING

EMILY
EMILY KLOPPENBURG (b.1989 /
New York) received her BA from Vassar
College in 2011. She lives and works in
New York City.
—

KLOPPENBURG
genetic, and vice versa [‘Here, time turns
into space...’] and to propose interventions which would become tools for our
thinking in that space between. Not tools
to convert linear time into non-linear,
but tools to ask the question.”

“There is nothing that is not natural.

—Ed Keller, ‘On Architecture’s use

Everything and anything is ‘nature.’

and abuse of [models of] life’

It seems to me that we face two related
problems as we wrestle with the implica-

“…(and does a window form part of the

tions of this renewed definition of nature.

inside of a building or not?...)”

The first, how we define the limits of life,

—Jacques Derrida, ‘The Principle of

when pursued with rigor, then estab-

Reason: The University in the Eyes

lishes the framework for the second: how

of Its Pupils’

we define the limits [aspirations … capabilities … ] of architecture. Indeed, as our
models of the boundaries of life change,
all other disciplines fall into a cascading
realignment. Recognizing as living what
we thought previously inanimate adjusts
our grasp on the ‘performance’ of design.
Thus the limits of life are always haunted
by collapsing epistemological horizons,
the limits of our perception, and our
conceptual power: whether layperson or
expert, we find ourselves all to some
extent absentminded observers, using
eyes which look but do not see.
“One aspiration for architecture might
then be to expose the boundaries and
points of connection, to diagram these
places where the epigenetic becomes the
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EMILY

Desert Dance With JJ, 2015
29 digital inkjet prints
36˝ × 24˝

KLOPPENBURG

Figure The Giant (Studio Camera, New York, 2015), 2015
Digital inkjet print
44˝ × 66˝

FILIP

LAV

FILIP LAV was born in Vienna, Austria,
with family roots in Macedonia. He
received a BFA from Oxford University.
Lav currently lives and works in New
York and Vienna, making sculptures
and paintings. Filip-lav.com
—
In Evolutionary Biology the theory of
the ‘meme’ postulates that ideas infect,
spread, and morph across history in
a manner similar to genes interacting
within the human body. I feel that the
most immediate way these ideas caught
root and spread in the human world
was in the form of symbols. These were
ancient technologies that oftentimes
contained a deep seeded potential
to spread like wild fire throughout
human lifetimes and ages, containing
potential to cause both utter havoc or
peace in the world. It fascinates me that
these symbols morphed visually and
meaning-wise throughout time. In using
symbols and placing them inside the
bodies that I create, I draw connections
between the function of the meme and
1960’s counterculture, and further,
between how something personal and
internal can in fact be simply a blind
product of Evolution’s natural selection.
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FILIP

The Hipster, 2015
Spray paint on plywood sheet, spandex tote bag,
metal tube, cardboard
88˝ × 49˝ × 25˝

LAV

Untitled, 2015
Spray paint, acrylic on plywood sheet, pencil on paper,
metal wire, candle, paper, bricks
50˝ × 16˝ × 93˝

PABLO
PABLO MONTEALEGRE was born
in Santiago de Chile. He received his
MA from Universidad de Chile and BFA
from Universidad Católica de Chile.
His work has been exhibited in Chile and
New York at venues including Galería
Animal, Yael Rosenblut Gallery, Galeria
BECH and Balmaceda 1215 in Santiago,
and Judith Charles Gallery, NY. Awards
include the Aaron and Betty Lee Stern
Fellowship, Columbia University and
Becas Chile, Conicyt in 2014.
—

MONTEALEGRE
But the tarot was just a moment.
And who once represented the promise
of a world outside the rules, became
then part of the court as the clown.
Blasphemy turned into mockery. Being
the chosen one allowed to make fun of
his majesty is still to be in service of the
lord; the mitigation of the people’s anger
is fundamental for the reproduction of
the existing authority.
In its most contemporary version,
the artist should find it reasonable to
remember his original power.

The modernization of the deck reduced
each card to its most simple features:
a number, a color, a suit. The only
exception was the card that symbolizes
the exception itself. The 0, the numeric
exception of a number, the modern joker,
the ancient fool.
Depicted always wearing socks and
carrying a stick, The Fool was first a
beggar, a pariah, a lunatic (il Matto, the
madman). Walking unaware towards
a cliff, he is being chased by a dog. The
ambiguity of its depiction, his naiveté
or idiocy, describes The Fool’s symbolical power: the beginning of all desire
to accomplish new goals. The exception
of all norms carries within unlimited
creative potential.
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PABLO

Detail from Untitled (Cordillera), 2016
Oil on canvas
72˝ × 72˝

MONTEALEGRE

Detail from Untitled (The Fool), 2015
Oil on canvas
64˝ × 50˝

JUSTIN DALE

OLERUD

JUSTIN DALE OLERUD (b. 1986)
grew up on a farm in Bricelyn, Minnesota.
He received his BFA from California
College of the Arts and Crafts in Oakland
and San Francisco in 2008. He then
relocated to Los Angeles where he found
inspiration in the light and landscape
of southern California. Currently he is
loving his new adventure in New York.
www.paintingsbyolerud.com
—
“I would have given you the world if
you had given me a chance.”
—Jess Collins
The translation between both photo and
paint is something that is very attractive
to me. There is a physical and tactile
response I get while searching through
layouts from thrift store images, old
books and magazines. Here is an example of a collected image I am in love with
and also flowers given to me by my dear
friend Joeun Aatchim. Thank you, world.
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JUSTIN DALE

Hollywood Ghosts, 2016
Oil and acrylic on wood panel
48˝ × 60˝

OLERUD

Sift, 2016
Oil on wood panel
60˝ × 60˝

MEREDITH
MEREDITH SANDS, born April 16, 1987
at 7AM. On the dot. It was the last time
she ever woke up early. She’s a lover of
oceans and floccinaucinihilipilification
who grew up in Malibu, California. She
arrived in NYC via Baltimore (Maryland
Institute College of Art), Chicago (School
of the Art Institute of Chicago). Her work
explores themes related to the human
body, obscenity, disgust, innocence,
violence, games, toys and absurd humor.
—

SANDS
cycles of change, through depicting
shadows, holes, and voids.
My impetus has been the deciphering
of adult intent in our formative years—
the invisible hand of ‘grown-ups’ in a
child’s life—inside jokes in Pixar movies,
mass-produced toys, carnival games, and
potty-mouth. My objective has been to
expand the innuendo in innocent objects
like Smurf hats and Play-doh, contrasted
with rendered objects like dog penises
and sagging balls.
The words that summarize this prac-

Do you hear squishing, slapping and

tice are pinch, playtime, and snatch.

snickering? Do you sense ambiguity and
conflicting perspectives? Do you see
an ‘offering,’ as opposed to ‘grabbing’
or ‘taking?’ Is there a tension that exists
between these opposites?
My motifs are inspired by games;
bouncing objects; and imagery, such as
hats and gloves; metaphors, including
berries and buds.
These expressions have been visualized with the playfulness and color
seen in cartoons — those that explode
in paradoxical violence (inspired by a
pining Krazy Kat, a mischievous Bugs
Bunny, or a masochistic Jerry in Tom
and Jerry).
The work is undertaken against a
backdrop of rebirth, eternal return, and
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MEREDITH

Into It, 2016
Oil on canvas
72˝ × 72˝

SANDS

Tip, 2016
Oil on canvas
72˝ × 72˝

MICHAEL
MICHAEL STABLEIN, JR.
(b. 1986 / Houston)
—

STABLEIN, JR.
all too often, these formations—these
blameless games—mature into consequential structures within which real
violence, both physical and psychologi-

I grew up queer and closeted in the deep
south of Houston, Texas. I ran around
with young, straight, white boys to whom

cal, can enjoy legitimate space.
Boys will not be boys, boys will
be men.

loyalty was paramount. Late at night, we
hung around gas stations and asked older

“All attachments are optimistic. When

men to buy us beer, snuck into neigh-

we talk about an object of desire, we are

bor’s homes to drink booze from their

really talking about a cluster of promises

liquor cabinet and replace it with water,

we want someone or something to make

skinny-dipped in stranger’s suburban

to us and make possible for us. This clus-

pools, and found increasingly novel ways

ter of promises could seem embedded in

to hurt each other as a form of bond-

a person, a thing, an institution, a text,

ing—a more intimate understanding of

a norm, a bunch of cells, smells, a good

our bodies and what they could do to

idea—whatever. To phrase ‘the object

other bodies. We dug ditches, built forts,

of desire’ as a cluster of promises is to

and fed gluttonously on the advantages

allow us to encounter what’s incoherent

afforded by a white, middle-class norm

or enigmatic in our attachments, not as

of the early aughts in the American

confirmation of our irrationality but as

South. All through these adventurous

an explanation of our sense of our endur-

days of youth, I grappled with an internal

ance in the object, insofar as proximity to

otherness whose marks—if discovered—

the object means proximity to the cluster

would quickly dispatch a loyalty—a

of things that the object promises....”

bond—built on a desire: a deep-seated,
psychosocial crush that dare not speak

—Lauren Berlant, Cruel Optimism

its name. I speak of desire as a set of
melancholic relations between boys of a
certain age whose masculine formations
are innocent and betray only need in its
most nascent state. And yet, as we see
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MICHAEL

Fountain, 2016
Private performance
Video documentation, frame enlargement

STABLEIN, JR.

Lack of support during particularly difficult times
from people that matter to you, 2016
Private performances
Video documentation, frame enlargement

RACHEL
RACHEL STERN (b. 1989 / New York)
is a photographer whose work challenges
conventions of beauty and promotes
escapist, constructivist fantasy. She
received her BFA in Photography and
the History of Art and Visual Culture
from the Rhode Island School of Design
in 2011, and attended the Skowhegan
School of Painting and Sculpture in 2014.
Stern has exhibited works at Daniel
Cooney Fine Art, Invisible-Exports,
Black and White Gallery, Pioneer Works,
NorthernSouthern, and Humble Arts
Foundation’s 31 Women in Photography
at Hasted Kraeutler. Works have been
featured in BOMB, MATTE, Blink,
A New Nothing, Vice, and Art F City.
www.MsRachelStern.com
—

STERN
human truth of aloneness. They remind
us that we are destitute and desperate.
We are painfully mortal — we each
possess a gut. In this still Kracklite’s
obsessive collection of images of classical torsos has overwhelmed him. He
presses the image against his gut in a
melancholic attempt to mix the imaged
with the real. Des Esseintes makes
similarly futile attempts to overcome
the oppressive realities of existing in the
face of the image. Having gorged himself
on aesthetic indulgences he begins to
find the patterns in his Persian carpets
to appear flat and dull. In an attempt to
accentuate the rugs qualities he hires
a cabinet maker to encrust the shell of
a tortoise in ebony, abalone, and other
precious materials with the thought that
so adorned it might crawl across the

Peter Greenaway uses this unbelievable

carpets, activating their patterns in the

poetic language in his films. He is able

glimmering candlelight. The tortoise

to create devastating drama simply

cannot survive supporting all of that

through color or to surprise and com-

decadence and des Esseintes awakes one

plicate icons and symbols by twisting

evening to find the creature dead inside

placement and juxtaposition. This is

its dazzling shell. Real life cannot accom-

a still from “The Belly of an Architect.”

modate the image of its perfected self.

The film’s antihero Stourley Kracklite
reminds me of the pathetic and inspiring
subject of Huysman’s novel Á Rebours,
Jean des Esseintes. Both men are the
recluse as allegory for the universal
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RACHEL

Isabella as Eve, 2016
C-print
30˝ × 40˝

STERN

Miles as Adam, 2016
C-print
30˝ × 40˝

ALEX
ALEX STRADA (b.1988 / New York)
works with photography, text, audio, and
installation to create subjective archives.
Her current body of work considers the
way miniature replicas distill history and
construct national narratives. Strada has
exhibited throughout the United States,
Iceland, Belgium, Germany, and Mexico,
at venues including the Jewish Museum
in New York and the National Museum of
Iceland in Reykjavik. www.alexstrada.com
—

STRADA
The distance between the Great
Pyramids of Giza in Egypt and the
Great Pyramids of Giza in Shenzhen,
China is 5064.96 miles.

I research and travel to document miniature replicas of culturally significant
sites. This work is driven by questions:
What propels the desire to recreate and
to visit existing sites made anew?
What history is preserved or lost through
replication?
What happens to a place when it is
decontextualized and recreated into
something digestible and whole?
What does it mean for a replica to outlive
its referent?
Can one feel nostalgia for a place they
have never set foot?
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ALEX

Mt. Fuji, Shenzhen, China, 2015
Archival inkjet print
50˝ × 40˝

STRADA

Bahá’í Archives, Latrun, Israel, 2016
Archival inkjet print
20˝ × 24˝

VICTORIA-IDONGESIT

UDONDIAN

VICTORIA-IDONGESIT UDONDIAN
(b. 1982) makes work informed by her
interest in textiles and the capacity of
clothing to shape identity and the histories,
tacit meanings woven into everyday mate
rials. She studied at the University of Uyo
graduating with a BA in Painting in 2004.
She won Most Outstanding Production
Award at the National Arts Competition
in Lagos, 2013. Her works have been
exhibited internationally at Judith Charles
Gallery, New York; Art 14 London Fair;
Whitworth Gallery in Manchester and the
Centre for Contemporary Arts, Lagos.
Artist Residencies include Villa Straulli,
Winthethur, Switzerland; Islinton Mill,
Salford, Manchester; Fondazione di
Venezie, Venice, Bagfactory Artist Studios,
Johanesburg. www.Nigeriapavilion.net
—
How do you establish the historical
character of black culture?
How do you bring Africa and its subjects
into history denied by the cultural elite?
How do I assemble countermemories that
contest or contrast the colonial archive?
How can I write new stories, create new
histories and invent new futures?
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VICTORIA-IDONGESIT

Onile-Gogoro, 2014–2015
Room installation
Fabrics, burlap, bicycle tubes, wire, robes
Dimensions variable

UDONDIAN

The Monarch (Series), HRH Queen Michal Alpeno,
Magajiya of Knubwada, 2015
C-print
35˝ × 60˝

CAMERON

WELCH

CAMERON WELCH (b. 1990 /
Indianapolis). Lives and works in
New York. BFA 2013, School of the
Art Institute of Chicago.
—
I’ve been thinking about Screamin’
Jay Hawkins in my studio recently.
You’re forced to confront so much more
than a song when consuming his work.
There are notions of the trickster present
that deceive or focus one’s views in
order to have a larger conversation. This
album cover is a great example. There’s
a tension in the humor that comes with
the imagery and title. What at once could
be comical or entertaining is also dark
and weighted. This attitudinal mindset
is one I’ve attempted to illustrate in my
recent work.
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CAMERON

Hot and Cold, 2015
Oil, acrylic, graphite, spray, glitter, nylon,
and collage on cotton
88˝ × 77˝

WELCH

Peekaboo, 2016
Oil, acrylic, graphite, spray, dirt, dye, bleach, nylon,
and collage on cotton
66˝ × 62˝

JIWOON

YOON

JIWOON YOON (b. 1988) is a Korean
artist, born in Pyeongtaek near Camp
Humphreys—one of the largest United
States military bases in South Korea.
When Yoon was six years old, she moved
to Seoul. After learning about her family
history from her father (her grandfather
evacuated North Korea during the
Korean War), she became interested in
the division of the two Koreas and the
resulting displaced Korean population.
Currently she lives and works in New York
and has begun studying the effects of
the U.S. armed forces in East Asian and
South East Asian countries.
—
Invisible boundaries, conflicts and
relationships.
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JIWOON

HENOKO, 2016
Two-channel video installation, performance
Dimensions variable

YOON

HENOKO, 2016
Two-channel video installation, performance
Dimensions variable

Message from
the Dean

the incredible generosity of the Fisher

I married Martin Fisher (a founding

artists were in similar positions in their

Landau family.

partner at the real estate firm Fisher

careers as these graduating students

The Thesis exhibition in Visual Arts

Brothers), we were given the unique opp

are today. As those masters did then,

ortunity to meet some of the late 20th

these students show a great deal of

There is no greater pleasure for me as

is the culmination of two years of hard

Dean than attending the thesis events

work. It is the moment at which the

century’s most influential artists, includ-

promise, ambition, and piercing origi-

for the four programs that comprise

students (soon to be alumni) choose how

ing Jasper Johns, Georgia O’Keeffe,

nality. I encourage everyone to come

the School of the Arts—Visual Arts,

to represent their creative time at the

Mark Rothko, Ed Ruscha, Cy Twombly,

see this show, to meet these artists

Writing, Theatre, and Film.

School of the Arts. Twenty-five artists

Andy Warhol, and many others. Of

as I did those years ago, and to enjoy
some fantastic work.

The School of the Arts offers our

will graduate this month. Their work will

course, this was before they were as

students the depth and breadth of

be varied, unexpected, at times profound,

renowned and appreciated as they are

Columbia University’s intellectual tra

and full of exuberance. Friends, family,

today. Meeting them, discovering their

ditions, as well as access to New York

and the art world at large will turn out in

work, and getting to know some as close

City’s multifarious cultural events.

multitudes for the opening and for the

friends was and always will be among

We invite you to join us for a theatre

run of the exhibition to see what the next

the greatest thrills of my life. I collected

production, film screening, poetry,

generation of artists is working on today.

fiction, creative nonfiction, theatrical

We hope you too will visit the show

reading, or a visual arts exhibition

as well as attend the varied events that

such as this—a spectacular showcase

will take place at this site in celebration.

their work early on, much of which
is now displayed at the Fisher Landau
Center for Art in Long Island City.
Getting to know these artists so early

—Emily Fisher Landau

    Message from the
Chair of the Visual
Arts Program
On behalf of the Visual Arts Program

for our graduating MFA students work-

I know you will find access to this new

in their careers was very important.

faculty and Dean Carol Becker, I would

ing in all forms of visual production.

work exhilarating.

As a line in a movie I recently saw says:

like to thank Emily Fisher Landau

This year we are thrilled once again
to partner with the Fisher Landau

—Carol Becker

“One of the hardest things we will ever

and the entire Fisher family for host-

have to do in life is defend the new.”

ing the MFA Thesis Show for Columbia

Center for Art as the venue for this exhi

Dean of Faculty

Young artists face a difficult situation:

University School of the Arts for an

bition. We are very grateful to the Center

Columbia University School of the Arts

they must take concepts and methods

eighth year. This gesture of generosity

and to the Fisher Landau family for

of the past and combine them with emo

provides our graduating students

their consistent support of our students

tions and perceptions of the present to

with an amazing jumping-off point for

create the art of the future.

their future lives as artists. Twenty years

and for sharing such a professional
museum space with the graduating

Message from Emily
Fisher Landau

The Fisher Landau Center for Art

ago Emily Fisher Landau showed an

is proud to co-host Columbia University

enviable prescience in choosing Long

at the Fisher Landau Center. As of next

When I started collecting art 40 years

School of the Arts’ Visual Arts Program

Island City for the home of her family’s

Spring 2017, we will showcase our MFA

ago, I never dreamt that it would lead to

Thesis Exhibition. In many ways it

remarkable collection of art. L.I.C. is now

student work at the Lenfest Center for

something as extraordinary as this!

feels as though this show brings home

a vibrant art center with thriving non-

the Arts; however, we will never forget

From the time I was a young girl I have

the ideals that made this Center poss

profit institutions, museums, and artists’

this glorious space and the professional

always had a great interest in the arts—

ible. Much of the artwork in the Center’s

studios. It is very exciting to locate our

treatment we have received here.

attending many art classes and consid-

permanent collection was purchased or

thesis exhibition within this community.

Of course we will always remember

ering myself quite the amateur. After

commissioned while the now-renowned

The gift of the three stunning floors of

class of 2016. This is our last year
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the center speaks to the special vision

the Visual Arts Program offers an

symposia, readings, and lectures that

of the Fisher family and their commit-

amazing artists in this MFA Thesis

MFA degree in Visual Arts rather than

present new, global voices and perspec-

ment to supporting young artists poised

Exhibition. A walk through the show is

in specific media. The two-year studio

tives, as well as an exciting, publicly

to make substantive and imaginative

clear evidence that these 25 unique art-

program, taught by internationally

accessible home for Columbia’s Miriam

contributions to world culture.

ists are ready for the next phase of their

celebrated artists, allows students to

and Ira D. Wallach Art Gallery. For more

lives. Over this brief two-year period

pursue digital media, drawing, installa-

information visit arts.columbia.edu.

I would also like to thank Nicholas

My last words are reserved for the

Arbatsky and the patient and dedicated

they have read, listened, argued, and

tion, painting, performance, photogra-

staff, Matt Marello, David Walker, Dean

learned; but most of all they have created,

phy, printmaking, sculpture, and video

MacGregor, and Monica Erausquin,

remaining steadfast in their commit-

art. Visit arts.columbia.edu/visual-arts.

for supporting this leviathan under

ment to their own practice. They form

taking. We are thrilled to have enlisted

a vital community that includes the

the experienced curatorial sensibility

MFA classes ahead of and behind them,

About the School
of the Arts

About the Curator
Regine Basha, a graduate of the Center
for Curatorial Studies at Bard College,
has been, for nearly 20 years, curating

of Regine Basha for this exhibition.

the faculty, and mentors. This com-

In partnership with Nicholas, Regine

munity is a treasure they will take with

has worked tirelessly to create a show

them. This show will soon vanish but

Columbia University School of the Arts

and public programs with artists for

with a flowing and vibrant choreography.

their bonds will never fade.

awards the Master of Fine Arts degree

public spaces, institutions, and private

I thank each of our supporters for the
faith they have shown in the artists that

—Shelly Silver

innovative exhibitions, special projects

in Film, Theatre, Visual Arts and Writing

galleries both nationally and interna-

and the Master of Arts degree in Film

tionally. They have received critical

pass through Columbia’s gates. Their

Chair, Visual Arts

Studies; it also offers an interdisciplinary

press in The New York Times, Artforum,

help is essential in maintaining the vita

Associate Professor of Visual Art

program in Sound Arts. The School is a

Modern Painters, Art Papers, Wire, Bidoun,

lity of our visual arts community.

Columbia University School of the Arts

thriving, diverse community of talented,

Art Lies, Artforum, and on NPR Radio.

visionary and committed artists from

She is founder of Tuningbaghdad.net

We have an amazing and diverse
faculty and I thank each of them.
The staff and administration, both in
our program and in the School of the
Arts, coordinated all aspects of this
show. Thanks to Carrie Gundersdorf,
Alex Barnett, Peter Clough, Rider Urena,

Visual Arts Program,
Columbia University
School of the Arts

around the world and a faculty com-

and co-founder of Testsite, Austin

prised of acclaimed and internationally

where she was based for five years.

renowned artists, film and theatre dir

Basha sits on the board of Art Matters,

ectors, writers of poetry, fiction and non-

the Shandanken Project and Aurora

fiction, playwrights, producers, critics

Picture Show. More information on her

The Visual Arts Program attracts

and scholars. In 2015, the School marked

curatorial history and on her writing
may be found on www.bashaprojects.com.

Frank Heath, and all our Visual Arts

emerging artists of unusual promise

the 50th Anniversary of its founding.

staff, who contributed long hours

from around the world. They comprise

In 2017, the School will open the Lenfest

and focused judgment to this under-

a vibrant community studying with

Center for the Arts, a multi-arts venue

taking. Dean Carol Becker and Dean of

an exceptional faculty at a renowned

designed as a hub for the presentation

Academic Administration Jana Wright

research institution in the global center

and creation of art across disciplines

have given the School of the Arts nine

that is New York City.

on the University’s new Manhattanville

years of visionary leadership and made
possible the success of this partnership.
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Contemporary art has become inc
reasingly interdisciplinary. To that end,

Fisher Landau
Center for Art

campus. The Lenfest will host exhibi

Housed in a former parachute harness

tions, performances, screenings,

factory, the 25,000 square foot museum
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was designed by Max Gordon and is

from alumni and friends of the arts.

Douglas S. Cramer Jr.

Jonathan Prince, D.D.S.

devoted to the exhibition and study of

These gifts provide student fellowships,

David Cox

Riva Ariella Ritvo-Slifka/

the contemporary art collection of Emily

educational programming and awards.

Franklin Feldman, Esq.

Fisher Landau. The core of the 1,500

For more information or to make a

Amelia Harriet Finker

Sheryl Rubinstein

Alan B. Slifka Foundation

work collection spans 1960 to the pres-

contribution to the School of the Arts,

Candia Fisher

Dennis Santella

ent and contains key works by artists

please contact:

Karen Hesse Flatow

Judith Schiff

who have shaped the most significant art
of the last 50 years, including Richard

Roberta W. Albert

Talya Fox

Shelly Silver

Lee and Maria Friedlander Family

The SJS Charitable Trust

Artschwager, Donald Baechler, John

Associate Dean for Development

Baldessari, Jenny Holzer, Alfredo Jaar,

212-854-7724

Norman M. Galinsky

Diana T. Soorikian

Neil Jenney, Jasper Johns, Donald Judd,

ra481@columbia.edu

Ann Gillen

Aaron and Betty Lee Stern Foundation

Barbara Gladstone/

Maria Angelica Teuta

Sherrie Levine, Glenn Ligon, Agnes

Foundation

Martin, Robert Rauschenberg, Susan

The Visual Arts Program would

Rothenberg, Ed Ruscha, Kiki Smith,

like to extend special thanks to its

Nancy Gregory

Mark Tansey, and Cy Twombly.
Emily Fisher Landau’s insightful
selection of works by contemporary

Barbara Gladstone Gallery Inc.

Paul J. Solit

Sally Wilson Tippman
Alexandra Van

contributors, and recognize those

Wenda C. Habenicht

Sandy Walker

for whom fellowships and awards

David Cox

Joan L. Weber

have been named:

Claire A. Heimarck

Stephen Whittlesey

Gail J. Hood

Andrew Wilson

masters, many of which she bought
from the artists early in their careers,

Derrick Adams

Philip H. Isles Jr.

Matthew Connell Wilson

is reflected in exhibitions presented at

Anonymous (3)

Caryl Roberts Kahn

Hon Chung Woo

the Fisher Landau Center for Art. Her

Artis

Edward J. Kimball

Andrea Woodner/The A. Woodner Fund

ongoing commitment to emerging artists

Gary L. Bandy

Iona S. Kleinhaut

Richard Wright

extends to the annual presentation of

Ramona Bronkar Bannayan

The Kraus Family Foundation

the Columbia University School of the

The David Berg Foundation

Emily Fisher Landau

Named Awards and Fellowships

Arts’ Visual Arts MFA Thesis Exhibition.

Professor Gordon Merrill Bloom

Caroline Lee

Artis Fellows

http://www.flcart.org/onview/

Michael B. Bogdanow

Robert Lehman Foundation

George Raimes Beach Fund for

Donors

Renee Borkow

Alexandra Lerman

Naomi F. Bossom

Toby Devan Lewis/ The Toby Fund

Marin Birnbaum Fellowship

Graphic Arts

Chester A. Boterf Jr.

Penelope Manzella

Faber Birren Fellowships

Peter A. Boysen

Jane E. McClintock

Donald C Brace Student Loan Fund

Leadership support for the Thesis
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